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PREFACE TO THE 2ND EDITION Since the publication of the first edition, Low Cost Airlines have increased their presence even further in society, the airline industry and in tourism. Meanwhile, additional studies, articles in professional and academic journals and anthologies on this subject have been published. Nevertheless, the current book experienced a steady demand. About two years ago, the Erich Schmidt Verlag approached us and encouraged a revised second edition of the publication. After some consideration and consultation with coauthors we finally decided not to reprint. However, over the past few months, colleagues from Germany and other countries have repeatedly inquired whether this book is still available. The number of views on our profiles on research platforms such as Academia and Research Gate has shown that there is still an existing interest in our first anthology about Low Cost Airlines. The last stocks of the publisher as well as our own are now depleted, which is why we started looking for a way of an unchanged reprint. With our new publisher, the ITD-Verlag, and its Managing Director and owner Dr. Martin Linne, we found a new publisher. He signalled interest in a reprint from the beginning, so that why we can continue to make the book accessible to the (professional) public. Thank you for the trust and support. Many thanks to our previous publisher, the Erich Schmidt Verlag, and its CEO Dr. Joachim Schmidt, that the retransfer of the rights to the book has been easy and quick. We hope that the preprint of publication will continue to be used as actively as before.



Sven Gross und Alexander Schröder February 2016
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PREFACE TO THE 1ST EDITION Whoever was the first low cost airline and, thus, the pioneer of the low cost idea – the Pacific Southwest Airline (PSA), Southwest Airlines or Laker Airways – this business idea has revolutionized the international flight market, and, with the appearance of Ryanair in 1985 and a multitude of follow-up airlines, the business model was also established in Europe and has become part and parcel of today’s (European) flight market. Ever since then, the subject of “low cost airlines” has been largely analyzed and controversially discussed in the press and among economists and scientists. Our book “Low Cost Airlines in Europa – eine marktorientierte Betrachtung von Billigfliegern” (Low Cost Airlines in Europe – a market-orientated study on no frills carriers) published in 2005 has met with great approval from research and practice, so that its first edition was quickly out of print. Consequently, we had to ask ourselves the question whether we should allow for the quick changes in the air traffic industry by preparing a revised edition. However, through several discussions and meetings with cooperation partners and business friends (a special acknowledgement in this respect is due to Thomas Büermann), the idea of publishing a more comprehensive handbook came about, with not only two authors taking the floor, but including the views of several experts from the field of research and (of particular importance for us) practice. In order to cover the numerous aspects of the low cost airline issue, it was our aim to not only integrate articles written from the low cost airlines’ point of view, but also provided by cooperation partners and competitors. With the desire of not limiting the impact of our digest to the German-language market while accounting for the general practice used within the “airline branch”, the present publication was written in English. For this reason, we would like to extent our gratitude to all authors for their contributions to the success of this handbook. Our thanks go in particular to the field professionals for giving readers an insight into their companies and philosophies and for taking time off from their daily business to write an article for this handbook. We also owe big thanks to our publisher, Dr. Joachim Schmidt, for showing great interest in the topic right from the start and for supporting us at all times with help and advice. Furthermore, we would like to thank the publisher of our first publication on the low cost airline subject, Prof. Dr. Walter Freyer, for encouraging us to produce another publication. Another particular thank you goes to our language advisor Kate Otter. Finally, we would like to thank our families for providing us with the necessary support to compile this handbook. Dresden and Wernigerode, April 2007
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The Business Model of Low Cost Airlines – Past, Present, Future 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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Abstract: The aviation industry is in a process of profound change. One reason for this is the low cost phenomenon. While the low cost market in some regions is already transitioning into market consolidation, other regional markets are still in the stage of market expansion.
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INTRODUCTION



Almost all of the world’s newly founded air carriers are touted as low cost airlines, to signal to potential customers the prospect of less expensive air travel. As presently witnessed in South America, India and the Middle East, the new airlines take on long-standing incumbents (legacy carriers) that have built up complex personnel and cost structures over many years of protection by regulatory regimes inviting such developments. Hence, start-up carriers do not find it difficult to enter the market on the strength of lower costs, especially regarding administrative expenses and personnel. Put differently: today, a newly established carrier is generally a “lower cost” airline, not necessarily a “low cost” airline. In the US and in Europe, carriers launched in the past years to operate as low cost airlines were also mostly able to establish themselves quickly in the market because their competitors were traditional carriers with inflated cost structures. In addition, these low cost airlines were helped by changes in consumer preferences. Consumers had fared well with discount products in other markets. However, in the USA and Europe (for the most part) incumbent carriers have been able to come to grips with attacks from a host of start-up airlines, successfully resorting to cost cutting schemes that would bring about a reduction of much of the initial differences in costs and, in turn, prices. Today, consumers opting for traditional airlines such as Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines etc. are in general able to purchase cheap tickets, usually by taking advantage of offerings of unbooked seats available from the airline’s homepage. These carriers have thus managed to arrive at “lower costs” which, however, have not taken them anywhere close to being “low cost” airlines.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOW COST PRODUCT



What constitutes a low cost airline? To begin with, it is paramount to recognise that cost structures may be profoundly affected by changes in the essential characteristics of a product. In the hotel business, for instance, there are different ways to mould the notion of accommodation. First of all, there are basic products such as Formule 1 and EasyHotel. Adding or improving service elements provides an altered product – the budget product, which, in turn, may be enhanced by further service elements: to a Standard, Superior and De Luxe product. Superior and De Luxe represent the premium products in the hotel business, with a luxury product at the top of the scale – for instance, one that satisfies the requirements of being one of the “Leading Hotels of the World”. Applying these concepts to air transport, a low cost airline in the classic and original sense of the term is a provider of a basic product. This is also captured by the term no frills airline. Undoubtedly, Ryanair is the airline that to this day pursues this concept with the highest degree of consistency. This basic product dispenses with any frills, and seating comfort is minimal. Traditional carriers offer transport categories “Economy” and “Business”, typically for short-range and intra-continental routes (see figure 1). Economy represents the standard product, Business being the premium product. Regarding long-range and intercontinental traffic, another premium transport category comes into play: First Class. For a novel development in intra-continental traffic, a budget product is now available offering more extensive or improved service elements compared to the former basic product, while belonging to a quality category that is still below the level of the traditional standard product. Presently, this is the area where the most significant change is taking place. This product segment is occupied, for one, by airlines that have entered the market as classic low cost airlines offering a basic product but have moved on to providing additional service elements (or “frills”), such 12
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as frequent flyer programmes. Transitioning from a “low cost/no frills” to a “low cost/few frills” product is tantamount to shifting from a basic product to a budget product. Therefore, low cost airlines comprise all carriers that offer either a basic product or a budget product. Figure 1: Competition in European aviation
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In response to the basic and budget products offered by low cost airlines, traditional carriers have come up with modifications to their standard product, essentially taking one of two approaches: firstly, by eliminating or cutting down on service elements from the standard product’s profile, one may arrive at a budget product. For instance, the range of on-board catering may be reduced, or there may be a switch to on-board sales of food and beverages. This is the move Austrian Airlines made in establishing its Bistro Service in the Economy Class. Another variant is to make lower ticket prices contingent on more restrictive rebooking options. Adopting either one or a combination of these options, most of the traditional airlines already have a budget product in place to respond to the challenge by low cost airlines. In this respect, the most far-reaching steps have been taken by the Irish carrier Aer Lingus, which has converted itself from a traditional full-service airline to a low cost airline. On the other hand, recent developments suggest that some of the traditional airlines wish to signal more pronounced quality differences by improving the service components of their premium products vis-à-vis the standard product. According to the product categories for air transportation adhered to in this article, Germanwings, for instance, belongs to the low cost airlines offering a budget product. By contrast, Lufthansa, while offering a budget product (albeit known by the name of Economy Basic), is far from being a low cost airline, since the carrier continues to provide a traditional standard product as well as premium products. At any rate, it stands to reason that competition between low cost airlines and full-service airlines is bound to become more intense as
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traditional carriers resort to diluting their standard products, whilst conversely, low cost airlines start to upgrade theirs. In recent years, by advertising low prices, low cost airlines have built up an image of being discounters. However, it should not be overlooked that only part of overall seat capacity is sold at knockdown prices. In other words, low cost airlines also depend on a mix of passengers attracted by bargain prices and others accepting higher prices. Nevertheless, the average yield from ticket sales is declining. This is because consumers have been used to low prices for a considerable time, and in deciding on further bookings, typically form expectations based on most recent ticket prices (cf. Friesen 2006, pp. 104-107). Hence, low cost airlines – more than ever – require additional income from sales on board and on the ground. Onboard sales of food and beverages are likely to decline in significance, since airports specialised on serving low cost airlines (e.g. Hahn) offer customers victuals before departure. Therefore, new sources of income need to be tapped – such as higher luggage fees, in conjunction with a reduction of the free luggage allowance. By the same token, passengers may be granted a pre-boarding option for a fee, which will enable them to make (and take) their choice of seat, rather than queue for non-allocated places. Whilst originally the emergence of low cost airlines was confined to short-haul routes, there is increasing debate on the prospects of extending the low cost concept to long-haul. But what exactly would one mean by a low cost proposition for long-range routes? Traditionally, on long-haul routes standard products are on offer as well as one or two premium products. However, there are instances of pure premium products in the long-haul sector. Among these are long-haul routes (e.g. Duesseldorf-Newark, Zurich-Newark, AmsterdamHouston) covered by the Swiss air carrier PrivatAir on behalf of Lufthansa, Swiss and KLM, deploying aircraft types A319LR or BBJ (Boeing Business Jet). In the long-haul sector, a low cost product may have the character of a basic or a budget product, the latter being less sophisticated than the traditional standard (Economy) product. Conceivably, a two-tier concept may be applied here, where a low cost airline’s more sophisticated offer in the sector will be below the standards characteristic of a traditional carrier’s premium product. This approach is not altogether novel, in that traditional charter carriers have already been pursuing the long-haul market: effectively, they have been low cost airlines in the long-haul sector for a considerable time. What makes the new low cost providers in the long-haul sector different is that they focus on highly frequented routes, with a large proportion of point-to-point traffic and business travellers. Even this strategy is not quite that novel. One of the first airlines that tried transatlantic bargain flights was Laker Airways, founded by Freddy Laker. In the seventies, this carrier operated its Skytrain Service connecting London and New York. Aggressive pricing by competitors British Airways and Pan Am, however, compelled Laker Airways to leave the market before long. In 1983, People Express entered the long-haul sector, connecting Newark and London. Among the new airlines that have appeared as low cost airlines in the long-distance sector in recent years is Zoom Airlines, operative since the end of 2002. The airline connects Canada with London and Paris, among other destinations. In addition, in October 2006 Oasis Airlines has taken up operations in Hong Kong. Both carriers refer to themselves as “low fare” airlines. So far it is difficult to judge whether these will remain exceptional offers or whether they represent the prelude to more significant changes in the long-haul sector. To a large extent, long-haul traffic today depends on connecting flights linking main routes, and taking passengers to and from hubs. The low cost concept, therefore, is presently a viable proposition only for a select number of long-distance routes. This may change when low 14
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cost airlines begin to cooperate in both the short-range and the long-range area. However, this would require abandoning a hallmark of the low cost concept as hitherto practiced in the short-haul market, where transfer traffic is not offered. This new concept is being pursued by the Australian Qantas group. In November 2006, Qantas Airways’ low cost carrier Jetstar has received regulatory approval from Australia’s Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) to operate long-haul international flights from Australia using Airbus A330-200s (cf. Ballantyne 2006b, pp. 26-28). As part of the concept, not only are connecting flights offered but also “service modules” for the onboard sale of service elements that hitherto have been provided free of charge on long-haul flights. For instance, passenger must buy a “comfort pack” if they wish to have a blanket, a cushion and an amenity set. The same goes for inflight entertainment, children’s games etc. It remains to be seen whether this concept will succeed, and to what extent it will be possible to avoid cannibalisation of the Qantas brand. Apart from this case, low cost airlines typically avoid offering transfer connections even within their own network of air routes and (more so) those benefiting other low cost airlines, let alone traditional carriers. The rationale behind it is to avoid endangering punctual arrivals and departures. At airports with a particularly strong presence of low cost airlines, passengers must arrange for connecting flights at their own risk, booking separate flight legs and combining these to form the desired itinerary (a concept referred to as “self-hubbing”). However, change is in the offing, with the help of airports. The internet portal www.viaberlin.com offers passengers opportunities to book connecting flights. Moreover, passengers may include “transfer insurance” in their travel insurance package. There are more examples indicative of changing attitudes concerning the issue of connecting flights. Thus, for example, Air Berlin operates its own hub in Palma de Mallorca. As mentioned before, as part of its distinct strategy, the Australian low cost carrier Jetstar will offer connecting flights between short-haul routes serviced and the routes of their new long-haul international division. Virgin Blue, another Australian low cost airline, takes this strategy a step further: the company is now involved in interlining and code-sharing with traditional carriers (cf. Ballantyne 2006a, p. 36, 40).
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AIR TRAFFIC REGULATIONS CONTINUE TO DEFINE THE GAME



In principle, low cost airlines have benefited from deregulation in national air traffic markets and from the liberalisation of international air traffic agreements. In the US the emergence of low cost airlines is closely associated with one airline’s story: Southwest Airlines, considered the ancestor of this business model. Founded as early as 1967, Southwest only began to expand significantly from 1978 onwards, in the wake of air traffic deregulation in the US. In terms of passenger numbers, it is today the world’s leading low cost airline. The pioneer of the low cost business model in Europe is Ryanair, founded in 1985. In fact, the company may not have survived had not the UK and Ireland agreed on a liberalising aviation convention in the mid-80s. This put Ryanair in a position to succeed with its low cost approach on the LondonDublin “racetrack”. Liberalisation of air traffic in the EU, taking place in three steps, eventually made it possible for Ryanair – and other carriers at later stages – to expand (free from regulatory hindrances) within the EU (see table 1). Outside of the US and Europe, there are also efforts to shape the regulatory environment in a way conducive to continuous growth in air traffic. A distinction ought to be made between national air traffic environments, and developments in international aviation relations. In India, for example, the government embarked on reforms of the national regulatory environment for aviation, thus enabling new providers to enter the market. Likewise, Mexico’s national air traffic 15
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